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Abstract
One interdisciplinary application of Statistical Physics is the mapping of roughening transitions (and their solution by Metropolis Monte Carlo/simulated annealing) to the telescope phasing problem. We describe the topic, some calculations and applications, the connection to Stauffer and recent progress.
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1. Introduction
This contribution describes an example of the application of a model of statistical physics to a different area of physics/engineering, videlicit telescope (or
microscope) phasing. The route leads via an analogy of the roughening model
of crystal growth to the optical flattening of a telescope surface. Simulated annealing or rather Monte Carlo Metropolis simulation is today quite a standard
optimization technique outside statistical physics, but in 1990 its application to
telescope phasing was rather more esoteric. Note that in crystal models a minimum energy is desirable, for optical systems a maximal brightness. A practical
implementation of simulated annealing is described in [1].
For this volume a Stauffer connection is desirable. It is also very natural in
our case because of the roughening transition analogy. Both Stauffer [2] and
one of us [3] were modeling roughening transitions at that time - I have an
acknowedgement to Stauffer in one of my roughening transition papers.
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Two common crystal roughening models - 2d surfaces in 3d Ising models
and the SOS (Solid-on-Solid) model were often studied with Metropolis simulation over a range of temperatures, and minimization of the interface energy
was trivial in terms of timesteps if approached from the groundstate. However,
approach from a high temperature excited state was timestep consuming, especially for the SOS version. A realization of a telescope model is shown in
Figure 1, for the crystal version just replace the disk on the pole with a column
of atoms, and the peaks of phasing with the flatness of the surface.
At this time the other author, ER, was studying the then fairly new field of
adaptive optics for optical phasing of a telescope. Simulated annealing was a
possible evaluation algorithm for this. In this problem multiple m irrors (or a
flexible sheet with pistons below) need to be phased to provide an optically flat
surface. Here, starting from an optically flat surface means phasing is trivial,
but structural vibration or atmospheric interference means that in practice it is
very problematic to retain a flat surface.
We [4] developed an analogy between the SOS and telescope models that enabled the application of simulated annealing to telescope phasing. Specifically
we made a mapping analogy to crystal growth with telescope elements corresponding to columns of atoms, optimal reflected wavefront to the groundstate,
noise to temperature, achieving optimal image to reaching the groundstate, and
telescope adjustment to the movement of an atom. The Hamiltonians of an
SOS model and of a multiple mirror telecope were shown in [4] to take the same
functional form, although the SOS is usually a sum over nearest neighbour pairs
and the telescope over all pairs.
The scheduling aspects of the telescope phasing are rather tricky, possibly due to the long-range interaction. In fact another input from simulated
annealing experience provided by the originator of out-of statistical physics applications for simulated annealing, S. Kirkpatrick, to initially block some mirror
rings and phase the telescope by successive rings was crucial.
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Figure 1: Parts of images from [4] and [1] showing (upper left)an optically flat telescope
surface and its (upper right) intensity, a graph of the brightness function in parameter space
- this is the ‘upside down’ of the crystal energy, (lower left) a “rough”telescope surface and
(lower right) the corresponding low intensity.
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2. Adaptive optics
The optical telescope application has led to many other optical applications,
such as ocular ones, [7]. There have also been multiple hardware realizations of
these systems, [8]. Optical design deals with finding the best configuration of
lenses, their refractive indices and surface curvatures. Even a system with two
lenses and a mirror have more that twelve variables that need to be adjusted
according to some criteria such as sharp images, reduction of colour effects, or
large field of view. For larger systems there are many variables and there can
be many local maxima of image sharpness.
One example is the fine alignment of a segmented telescope. The primary
mirror of such a telescope is segmented for reasons of weight, volume, or difficulty
of polishing a non-segmented mirror, especially a large telescope, on the ground
or in space. There can be hundreds or thousands of local minima in the image
produced by such a telescope. Such a telescope can focus itself by measuring
the brightness of a distant star. Many of the new large telescopes use adaptive
optics, for example the Keck telescope that is one of the heroes of the recent
Physics Nobel Prize, since it was used for some of the black hole measurements.
Another example of adaptive optics is when the surface of one of the elements (usually a mirror) is flexible, and allows to correct for optical aberrations
elsewhere in the system. Adaptive optics was first used in astronomy, to counteract the effects of atmospheric turbulence. Each time the aberrations change,
they are measured in a wave front sensor. This device divides the incoming
stellar beam into small patches and measures the local aberrations, to send a
correcting signal to a closed-loop servo system. For larger telescopes, this might
mean hundreds to thousands of parallel measurements and corrections within
each atmospheric time scale (usually milliseconds).
A more recent simulated annealing study of telescope phasing using additional phasing techniques was made in [5]. This study also included a laboratory
model that went thru a hardware annealing process.
Adaptive optics was later adopted for ocular imaging, to improve images
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of the retina through variable aberrations in the cornea and ocular motions.
Instead of using a star, one measures instead the quality of a light beam, reflecting off a spot in the retina. The wave front sensor uses this reflection in
the same manner as in astronomical set ups, but with few to tens of measurements and corrections, with similar time scales. Because the system is simpler
and more stable (the major aberrations of the eye, such as defocus and astigmatism, do not vary much), it turns out the simulated annealing can be used
instead to sharpen the image of that spot. This method was adopted by many,
and dubbed sensorless adaptive optics, although the sensor, namely the imaging
camera view of the retina, is main feed-back tool. With fewer local extrema in
the sharpness (or energy) map, many have adopted a derivative of simulated annealing, stochastic parallel gradient descent (SPGD) which is somewhat faster,
but tends to reach local extrema.

3. Recent Developments
The simulated annealing technique has become a standard in optical phasing problems. (The question of its independent (or not) application will not be
broached here, but our initial application derived from the roughening transition analogy is as far as we know original - as evidenced by initial acceptance
problems and then by citations and publication dates.) A recent study of note is
[8] with many further references within. Throughout references [5, 7, 8] several
laboratory realizations are described, we choose to show one in Figure 2.
There is perhaps less current interest in roughening transitions in a theoretical sense today, but applications in crystal modeling continue - for example
[6].
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Figure 2: An image from [8] of a laboratory telescope
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